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SCSGP wishes a Happy Guru Poornima 

अखण्डमण्डलाकारं व्याप्तं येन चराचरम ्|   akhaNDamaNDalaakaara.n vyaapta.n yena charaacharam | 
तत्पदं दर्शितं येन तस्म ैश्रीगुरवे नमः ||  tatpada.n darshita.n yena tasmai shriigurave namaH || 
 
Meaning:  Salutation to the noble Guru,, who has made it possible to realize the state which pervades 
the entire cosmos, everything animate and inanimate. 
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SRI CHANDRASEKHARENDRA SARASWATHI GNANA PEETAM 

               ...Spreading Love and Light 

Founder’s Message 

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha 

vasudeva sutham devam kamsa chanura mardhanam | 

           Devaki paramanandam krishnam vande jagadgurum ||     
           - Adi Shankaracharya 

 Salutations to the teacher of the world Krishna. He is the god, the son of Vasudeva, who killed Kamsa and 
Chaanoora and who gave immense joy to Devaki. 

 Hindus and hindu mythology gives at most importance to spiritual gurus. Gurus are often equated with 
the god and always regarded as a link between the individual and supreme power. Just as the moon shines with 
the light of the sun, all disciples can dazzle like the moon by gaining from their gurus.  

 Guru poornima is a festival which traditionally celebrated by hindus on the ashada poornima day. Disci-
ples offer pooja (worship) or pay respects to their guru. Hindus celebrate it in the honour of the great sage 
Vyasa, who was born on this day and completed writing of the Brahma suthra bhasyam from ashada shuddha 
padyami to ashada  poornima. Vyasa who is seen one of the gratest guru of ancient hindu tradition and symbol 
of guru sisya parampara. So, this day is also known as Vyasa poornima. 

 

Sadasiva samarambham vyasa shankara madhyamaam | 

                                 Asmadhacharya paryantham vande guruparamparaam || 

 

 On this same day sanyasis or yathis, peetadhipathis observe the day by offering pooja  to their guru 
parampara in chathurmasa and start chathurmasa vratha. A four month period during rainy season they chose 
to start and halt at one selected place and gives discourses to the public and enlighten them. Seekers to get as 
much opportunity to do satseva of the guru as possible during this period. As the guru principle is 1000 times 
active than other day during the year, the satseva done on guru pornima fetches substantial grace of the guru 
for their spiritual progress. 
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|| గురు తత్వం ||  

 ప్రప్ంచంలో ఎవరికి సాధ్యం కాని , సిద్ద ంచని మోక్షమార్గం భార్తీయ మహర్షు లకు మాత్రమే ఎలా సాధ్యప్డ ంద్? 

కేవలం గుర్ష సంప్రదాయం వలల   జరిగింద్. 

 'గుర్షవు' అన్నమాట మన్ దేశంలో అమమ అంటే నాన్న అంటే ఎలా  

తెలుస్త ందో  గుర్షవు అంటే కూడా అంతే సహజంగా తెలిసిన్టటు  ఉంటటంద్. కానీ 

చిత్రమేమంటే మహా  శాసాత ా లు అధ్యయన్ం చేసి, అన్్ష్ాా న్లు ఆచారించిన్ 

వారికి కూడా గుర్షవు అంటే ఏమిటో సరిగా తెలియదన్డం లో ఆశచర్యం లేద్.       

      గుర్షసంప్రదాయం —  త్రరగుణాలకు అతీత్ంగా గుర్ష సంప్రదాయం 

ప్రవరితస్త ంద్. అన్గా  

                   1) తాన్్ అనిన కాలాలలోన్ూ, అనినచోటాల  ఉండాలి. 

                   2)  త్న్కు అనిన తెలియాలి.  

                   3) తాన్్ ఎలల ప్ుుడూ  ఉండాలి. ఎటటవ ైప్ున్్ండ  చూసినా అనిన కోరకెలు ఈ మూడ ంటి కోవకు 

చెంద్న్వే. త్రరగుణాలు అయిన్ సత్వ, ర్జో, త్మో గుణాలు ఈ కోరకెలన్్ గూరిచ తెలియజేసేవే. ఈ అవాంత్ర్  

బేధాలనినంటిని ఒకెటిగా చేసి, గుణాలకు అతీత్ంగా ఉండేలా గుర్షసంప్రదాయానిన ప్రప్రథమంగా మన్కు తెలియజేసిన్ 

ఆద్ గుర్షమూరిత  దతాత తేరయ సావమియిే ఈ గుర్ష సంప్రదాయానికి మూల ప్ుర్షషుడు. త్రావత్ర కాలాలోల ,  

 The relation between the guru and disciple is considered very sacred. This relationship is purely spiritual 
in nature and independent of age of the two (Guru and Shishya). It is based on maturity in terms of gnan
(knowledge) and shradda(respect). The only awareness that disciple should foster is “ I should be uplifted spirit-
ually” 

The guru too harbors only one thought “may this disciple be uplifted.” 

 Pranam to all gurus on the occasion of guru poornnima. May the gurus grace fall on all of us on this aus-
picious day. May the guru enlighten us in the path of our spiritual thirst in guru - sishya parampara. 

 Wish you all a happy Guru poornima. 

Harihi Om   

Founder & President 

HK. Madhusudan Rao. 
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శీ్ర వాయసభగవాన్్డు ఈ గుర్ష సంప్రదాయానిన అనేక ప్ురాణాల, ఉప్నిషత్ుత ల దావరా గుర్ష త్తావనిన మన్కు 

బో ధ్ప్రిచార్ష. అంద్కే ఆయన్ జనిమంచిన్ రోజు అన్గా మన్ం భాదరప్ద ప్ూరిిమ నాడు గుర్షప్ూరిిమ లేక 

వాయసప్ూరిిమ జర్షప్ుకుంటాం. వీరిత్రావత్ కీమేణా శీ్రశంకరాచార్షయల వార్ష గుర్షసంప్రదాయానిన గుర్ష కీరితని అనేక 

విధాలుగా ప్రవచించార్ష. 

సదాశివ సమరాంభాo వాయస శంకర్ మధ్యమాం |  

                                      అసమదాచార్య ప్ర్యనాత o వందే గుర్షప్ర్ంప్రాం || 

 యావత్ ప్రప్ంచానికి అసాధ్యమ ైన్ ఈ మూడు కోరకెలన్్ (మోక్షమారాగ నిన) సాధ్ంచగలగడానికి ఏర్ుడ న్ 

అప్ూర్వమ ైన్, అన్న్యమ ైన్, అద్ుత్మ ైన్ మార్గమే గుర్షమార్గం. 

          గుర్షవు  అంటే ?? 

గుకార్సాయాద్ గుణాతీతో ర్ూపాతీతో ర్షకార్కః|  

                 గుణర్ూప్ విహీన్తావత్ గుర్ష రిత్యభి ధీయతే ||  

 'గు' అంటే గుణాతీత్ుడు, 'ర్ష' అంటే ర్ూపాతీత్ుడు, గుణము, ర్ూప్ము లేని ప్ర్బరహమ సవర్ూప్ం గన్్క 

ఆయనిన గుర్షవు అనానర్ష. అలాగే చీకటిని, మాయ వలల   త్రరగుణాలన్్ ప్ గొటేు  బరహమ కాబటిు  గుర్షవు అంటార్ష.  

 గుర్షవున్్ ఎలా ఆశీయించాలి ? ఎలా సేవించాలి? ఎలా ప్రరత్రంచాలి? ఎలా ధాయనించాలి? అసలు గుర్షవున్్ 

మన్ం ఎన్్నకోగలమా? అంటే మన్ం గుర్షవున్్ ఎన్్నకోలేం. అసాధ్యం. ఆయనే నిన్్న దారికి జేర్షచక ంటే త్ప్ు 

మన్ం ఆయన్్న ఆశీయించలేము ఇదే సత్యం. నిజానికి గుర్షవే నీదరికి వసాత డు. ఎంద్కంటే  గురితంచలేవన్న నీ 

అలుత్త వo  ఆయన్కు తెలుస్. నీలో ఆధాయత్రమక ఆరిత ప్రజవలిలేల లా ఆయనే చేసాత డు. లౌకికప్ు కోరకెలనిన చెలరేగకుండా  

చేసాత డు. అప్ుటిదాకా న్్వువ గుర్షవున్్ ఆరితతో, భకితతో అనేవషించడం త్ప్ు ఏమీ చేయలేవు. గుర్షవే మన్లిన 

శిషుయడ గా ఎన్్నకోవడమే త్ప్ు, మన్ం గుర్షవుని ఎన్్నకోగలం అన్డంలో మాయ ఉన్నద్. 

 గురోరారాధ్న్ం కార్యం సవజీవత్వo నివేదయిేత్|| గుర్షవు ఆరాధ్న్ కోసం మన్o జీవితానేన నివేదన్గా 

అరిుంచాలి. అప్ుుడే మన్ం గుర్ష అన్్గీహం ప ందగలం. గుర్షవుకు  న్మసెరించేటప్ుుడు చ్టటు  ఎంత్మంద్ 

ఉనానసరే "నేన్్ నా గుర్షవు మాత్రమే ఉనానం" అన్నటటు  భావించి న్మసెరించాలి, నిత్యము త్రరకర్ణశుద్ిగా 

గుర్షవున్్ ఆరాధ్ంచాలి. గుర్ష భకితకి ఉదాహర్ణ జన్క మహారాజు. ఆయన్ గుర్షవు ఒకసారి బండ ని  సవయంగా 

వీధ్్లలో లాగమన్నన్ూ, భుజాలప్ ై మూస్క ని ఉరేగింప్ు చేయమన్నన్ూ దానిని సంతోషంగా చేసాడు. అలాగే అర్షణి 

త్న్ గుర్షవు దౌమయ మహరిు చెపాుడని నీటికి అడుు గా ఉండ ప్ యిెన్్. అదీ ఆత్మర్ుణమంటే. 
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 గుర్షధాయన్ం చేసి నీ అనిన కోరకెలు తీర్గానే విడనాడరాద్. గుర్ష నింద, 

గుర్ష ఆగీహం వలల  నిన్్న ఈ లోకంలో ఎవర్ష కాపాడలేర్ష. దీనికి ఉదాహర్ణ 

బృహసుత్ర - ఇంద్ర డ  కథే. గుర్షవుని మార్చడం వలల  క త్త  గుర్షవుని చేర్డం 

వలల  గుర్ష హత్య మరియు బరహమహత్య పాత్ుకం అంటింద్. ప్శాచతాత ప్ం చేత్, 

కరామన్్భవం చేత్ పాప్ ప్రక్షాళన్ చేసి  ఇంద్ర డ కి ప్ూర్వవ ైభవానిన 

ప్రసాద్ంచాడు బృహసుత్ర. సరత లీకు భర్తయిే ప్రధాన్ గుర్షవు. ఆ భర్త ఉప్దేశం 

చేయగల తాహత్ు లేన్ప్ుుడు వారిదదర్ూ కలిసి ఒకే గుర్షవున్్ ఆశీయించాలి. 

అప్ుుడు కూడా గుర్షవు భర్త దావరానే భార్యకు అన్్గీహానిన చేసాత డు. 

యో గుర్ష సయ శివః పరా కోత  య శిివ సయ గుర్ష సయమృత్ః |  

      వికలుం యస్త  కురవవత్ స భవేత్ పాత్కీ గురౌ ||  

ఎవర్ష గుర్షవో అత్డే శివుడు ,ఎవర్ష శివుడో అత్డే గుర్షవు. ఇదే వేదాలలోన్్, సయమృు్త్ులలోన్్, ప్ురాణాలలోన్్ 

చెప్ిున్ సత్యం. దీనిన మర్చి భేదబుద్ద  ని చూప్ిన్ వార్ష మహాపాప్ి అవుతార్ష. 

ఏవ ఏవ ప్రో బంధ్్ః విషమే సముప్సిితే |  

        నిసయపృహః కర్షణా సిoధ్్ః త్స ైమశీ్ర గుర్వేన్మః ||  

గుర్షవు విషమ ప్రిసిిత్ులు వచిచన్ప్ుుడు నిజమ ైన్ భంద్వువలె కాపాడుతాడు. ఎననన జన్మల సంభందం ఉండబటేు  

గుర్షవు దగగర్కు చేర్గలుగుతావు కాబటేు  గుర్షవు అనాద్ బంధ్్వు . 

అవిదాయ మూలనాశాయ జన్మ కర్మ నివృత్తయిే |  
           జాా న్ వ ైరాగయ సిదిారి్o గుర్షపాదోదకం ప్ిబేత్ || 

అవిదయ మూలమటుంగా ప్ వాలనాన, మన్ పాప్ములు న్శించాలన్న, కర్మలు తొలగాలనాన, మన్ పాప్ ప్రక్షాళన్ 

జర్గాలన్న గుర్ష పాదోదకం తాగాలి. ఇలా అయితే జన్మ ఉండకుండా ప్ వాలి, ఒకవేళ జన్మ  ఉనాన, కర్మ ఉండరాద్. 

ఇదే గుర్ష త్త్వం.  

గుర్ష మధేయ సిిత్ం విశవం విశవమధేయ సిితో గుర్షః |  
                                        విశవర్ూప్  విర్ూప్ సౌ త్స ైమశీ్ర గుర్వే శీ్రవిదాయన్ందనాథాయ న్మః || 

 ఈ విశవమంతా గుర్షవులో ఉంద్. విశవమంత్టిలోన్్ గుర్షవు ఉనానడు .ఆయన్ విశవర్ూప్ుడు ,ర్ూప్ 

ర్హిత్ుడు కూడా అటిు  శీ్ర గుర్షవు శీ్రవిదాయన్ందనాథ్డ కి  న్మసాెర్ము. 

                                     - శీ్ర కార్త్కేయ 
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Sri Guru 

||Sri Gurubhyonnamaha|| 

 The quest to know more and more about the existence on the earth starts from the point our senses start 
functioning. Too many questions and too much of curiosity that never ends. But the lack of knowledge about the 
existence on the earth keeps everyone in the dark from reality. So many godly entities constantly give the rele-
vant knowledge to exist on this earth. But not every question of curiosity is answered. As we grow, we gain some 
knowledge from experiences. These experiences  may be just real happenings may be due to the perceptional il-
lusions. That keeps us into more deeper darkness. This makes it an inevitable situation to search and research. In 
the process, we understand from the worldly learnt knowledge that we have lot more to dig-in to know the real 
existence. 

 Our Hindu scripts in Vedas have always stressed upon the realisation of existence in many contexts and 
many more instances. These may lead us to the abstract of reality. In this absurd and abstract knowing state, we 

seek out for a guide. We 
generally call that guide a 
GURU. But actually GURU is 
not just a physical entity in 
the universe. 

 A Guru is the energy 
that drives our soul from 
darkness of ignorance to the 
enlightened realisation. In 
Sanskrit “Gu” means the 
darkness and “Ru” means the 
scatterer. Combined together 
means scatterer of darkness. 

The darkness of ignorance is scattered by light of knowledge.  

 We have a general misconception with the words GURU and enlightened. We need to remember that not 
every enlightened is GURU. But the GURU is always enlightened. Our Vedas have also stressed upon certain at-
tributes of the GURU and SHISHYA. That most of us know. 

 The bond between the GURU and SHISHYA is the strongest among all the bonds that anybody come across. 
This bond is the combination of energy, love, respect and above all the zeal to get the ultimate bliss.  

 A real GURU-SHISHYA relationship does not go with words spoken. They go with the actions and sharing 
thoughts without speaking. A devotee does not have to speak to convey the doubts to the GURU. The GURU al-
ways understands the SHISHYA without needing to say anything. 
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 The GURU is the ocean that resembles the depth of knowledge, the broadest of the broadest symbol of love, 
the teachings that illuminate the disciples soul with enormous light of knowledge.  

 A GURU always protects the SHISHYA from negativities by forgetting his own physical state and the conse-
quences that may arise in the process of protecting. 

 A GURU is the never ending source of love to the SHISHYA. Most of the times the SHISHYA doesn’t even 
know that it is only the GURU, who constantly supports from behind for the smooth and successful journey of 
his life. 

 The GURU always takes the complete responsibility of the real existence of the SHISHYA. Every moment he 
thrives to make the social life smoother so that the energy of the SHISHYA is saved for real struggle and sadhana 
in the spiritual journey. Along with that constant support behind, the GURU takes the very best and cautious 
care to make sure that the SHISHYA converges all his energy for the upliftment of his self, the society and the 
universe. 

 It is great divinely inspired boon to anyone who meets his real GURU. The divine breeze of the bliss show-
ers from the GURU makes SHISHYAs thoughts. It is very evidently clear from our Vedas that even one time meet-
ing with the real GURU eliminates the sins of so many incarnations of the SHISHYA. A constant divine power al-
ways drives the SHISHYA for so many incarnations further. 

 This sacrifice of the GURU should always be remembered by the SHISHYA and his thrive should always be 
finding a way to repay that debt constantly. The only best way is to utilise the knowledge and the energy given 
by the GURU to do what the GURU wants to be done. This can be possible by the complete surrender by the 
SHISHYA to the GURU. 

 May the complete surrendering to the GURU blessed upon all sadhakas in the universe.  

 Na guroradhikam.  

 Na guroradhikam.  

 Na guroradhikam.  

 

Om Shanthih Shanthih Shanthihi. 

              —DR. Purushotham Bharadwaj 
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Paramacharya’s Greatness—Parama Aushadham (Supreme Medicine) 

 One day, Sri Maha Periyava returned from his bath in the river. He 
began to run a high fever. His body seemed to be blazing a high tempera-
ture. The doctor came and had a look. “Some milk must be taken and then 
the tablet”, he said. 

 It was Ekadashi day, a day of absolute fasting. Not even a drop of 
water would be taken, what to say of milk? 

“Neither milk nor tablet is necessary,” said Periyava firmly. 

 The Manager came and literally pleaded with Sri Maha Periyava. He 
argued, “One does not have to fast when one suffers from fever. This is 
after all medicine. Not food.” The last argument was the strong point in 
his case. 

Periyava told the attendant who was near Him in a low, quivering voice, “What the doctor prescribed was medi-
cine. I have given myself the supreme medicine, parama aushadham.” 

 The Manager did not understand. Periyava himself explained to clarify the matter. ” It is said that fasting is 
the most supreme medicine.” 

 The next morning before dawn, Periyava got up as usual, bathed in cold water and followed it with anush-
tana and pooja as usual in his own perfect manner. The fever vanished as rapidly as it had come on.  

 A thousand and eight instances can be quoted to show that Sri Maha Periyava’s body functioned according 
to his will! 

Paramacharya’s Call— Guru Bhakti 

 Who is God and what is His definition? In almost every religion, God is referred to as the Creator, the kar-
ta, responsible for the creation and sustenance of the Universe. Since every effect must have a cause, namely 
God, for this Universe. This is brought out in the Brahma- Sutra by the expression karta Saatraartha tvat. Anoth-
er defition of God is that He is the dispenser of the fruits of our actions, be they good or evil--- Karmaphala-
daata. The question may be asked why we should have Bhakti for the God who is the creator and dispenser. 
These are His self -chosen functions and he does them. Why should we have devotion to one who created, not at 
our request, and who dispenses, not according to our choice? 

 This question does not arise in the case of schools of thought which deny a God altogether. Among the 
Vaidika systems, the Saankhya denies a creator -God and the Poorva Meemamsa has no use for Him. It is a non-
intelligent principle that is responsible for the world according to the former, and the dispensation of fruits of 
actions is due , according to the latter, to Adrushta, and a God is unnecessary for the purpose. Sri Sankara Bha-
gavatpada combated both these positions and established that a Jada vastu cannot come from another JadaVastu, 
an intelligent God alone must be the cause of the Universe. He also showed that a Chaitanya (power) is neces-
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sary to dispense fruits of Karma according to the merit. In fact, Sri Sankara directed his criticism mainly against 
the views of the Saankhyaas and Meemamsakaas respectively and only incidentally against teh Buddhists, 
though he is depicted as having Banished Buddhism from the country by the force of dialectics. As a matter of 
fact, it was left to two nea-contemporaries of the Sri Sankara, Kumarila Bhatta, the Meemamsaka, and Udaya-
nacharya, the Taartika, to undermine the foundations of Buddhism. Kumarila disproved the no-Karma plank, 
and Udayana the no-Isvara plank of Buddhism. 

 Having established that there is a Creator, who is Srshtikarta and the Phala-daata, the question remains 
why should we show Bhakti to Him? The Yoga sutras of Patanjali provide the answer. After defining Yoga as a 
the control of mind's activity, the question of the way to control that activity comes up for consideration and it is 
answered that this can be brought about by worship of God, who free from any imperfection or blemish ,who 
remains unmoved and unmovable, who is the Sthaanu (stable one), amidst the imperfect and instable things of 
the world. Being the all-knowing Intelligence, God is not affected by anything which could distract the mind and 
prevent its control. It is such an ideal that we should have before us, to train ourselves in mind-control, so that 
the mind may be almost absolutely study like a flame in a place where there is no breeze. Since concentrated 
meditation on a thing transforms one into the likeness of the thing meditated upon, meditating on God, who be-
ing Omniscient is still unmoved and unaffected by want or desire, makes on like God Himself. As one holds fast 
to steady pillar to prevent from being tossed about,so too should one bind oneself through Bhakti to God, to 
steady one's mind. 

 The purpose of prayer is not petition for benifits.Such petitioning implies either that God does not kno w 
what we want, which will militate against His Omniscience or that He waits to be asked and delights in praise, 
which will degrade Him to the level of ordinary man. Why then do we pray? Though Omniscient God is imma-
nent in every creature and knows what is in the heart of every person, yet, if what we wish to say in prayer re-
mains unsaid, it afflicts our heart and so prayer heals that affliction. By prayer, we do not seek to change what 
God ordains; in fact, we cannot do so. We go to Him to remove our impurities. As Tiruvalluvar said, we attach 
ourselves to Him who has no attachments to rid ourselves of our attachments. A devout consciousness that God 
exists will itself do the miracle of alchemising us into purity of nature. We obtain a spiritual charge into our 
frame by being in His presence. 

 Guru is Isvara in human form, but who is, however, free from the triple functions of creation, preservation 
and destruction, which pertain only to Isvara. If we have absolute faith in him, the Guru will dower us with all 
for which we go to God. In fact, God is needed only when we cannot find a guru. Guru-Bhakti is even higher 
and more efficacious than Daiva-bhakti. Sri Vedanta Desika has declared that he does not consider God higher 
than Guru. According to a verse, when God is angry, the guru protects you; when the guru himself is angry, 
there is no protector in the world. If we surrender ourselves absolutely without any reservation to the guru, he 
will save us from all sorrow and show us the way to salvation. It is due to lack of guru-bhakti, that Isvara-bhakti 
itself is waning in the hearts of men. 

Source: www.kamakoti.org 
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      Sloka from Bhagavad Gita (1.3) 

पश्यैताां पाण्डुपुत्राणामाचायय महत ां चमूम ्।    Pashyaitaam paanduputraanaam aachaarya mahateem chamoom । 

व्यूढाां द्रपुदपुत्रेण तव शिष्येण ध मता ।।     Vyoodhaam drupadaputrena tava shishyena dheemataa ।। 

 

Meaning: "Behold, O Teacher! this mighty army of the sons of Pandu, arrayed by 
the son of Drupada, thy wise disciple! 

SCSGP Logo and It’s explanation 

Meaning of Colors in Logo: 

Red: Red represents purity and sensuality. Red color destroys evil. It radi-
ates healthy aggression, vigor, determination and passion. 

 Pink: This color represents compassion, nurturing and love. It relates to 
unconditional love and understanding, and the giving and receiving of 
nurturing. 

Orange: It is the color of Lord Agni and it symbolizes all aspects of San-
atana Dharma. The glorious orange hue of the rising sun that dispels 

darkness and sheds light all around. The sun throughout the day gives life to one and all and without demand-
ing anything in return. The time of sunset teaches us to give everything for the society without any expectation.  

Black: Black symbolizes power, because it absorbs all other colors, thus it is badge of superiority.  

Yellow: It represents knowledge and good judgment. It is the color that initiates spring growth. Lord Vishnu is 
often displayed in yellow, but Ganesh too, because yellow is the symbol of wisdom.  

Purple: Good judgment, peace of mind, magic, mystery and royalty. 

Sky blue: Represents infinity and endless. 

Symbols in Logo: 

Lotus: Knowledge, Enlightment and Creation. 

Swastiks (6) : The Swastik is a symbol of auspiciousness (Swasti - auspiciousness). Literally, Swastikameans 'of 
good fortune' - 'su' means 'well' and 'asti' means 'being'. It has been used as a symbol of the Sun or of Vishnu. It is 
a solar symbol, spreading out in all four directions. It symbolizes the cosmos and the progress of the Sun through 
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space. It derives its auspiciousness from the four-fold principles of divinity. Brahma is said to be four-faced. It 
also represents the world-wheel, the eternally changing world, round a fixed and unchanging center, God.  

Religious texts explain that the eight arms of the Swastik are symbolic of the earth, fire, water, air, sky, 
mind, emotions, and feelings. The four main arms point in four directions. They represent the four eras – Satya-
yuga, Treta-yuga, Dwapara-yuga and Kali-yuga. They also represent the four varnas - Brahmins, Kshatriyas, 
Vaishyas, and Shudras. They represent the four ashrams of life too - Brahmacharya, Grihasta, Vanaprastha, and 
Sannyasa.  

 
The four arms are also symbolic of the four basic aims of human pursuit Dharma (righteousness), Artha 

(prosperity), Kama (passion), Moksha (salvation). They are also symbolic of the four faces and four hands of 
Brahma and of the four Vedas - Rig-Veda, Yajur-Veda, Sama-Veda, and Atharva-Veda. 
 
Shanmathas: Tapas, Svadhyayan, Aparigraha, Iswaraparidana (surrender to lord}, Moksha and Dharma. 
 
Shatdarashanas:  
Vaisheshika: considered one of the most ancient atomic theories founded by Sage Kanada.  Sage Kanada held that  
all things are made up of atoms and these atoms are activated through divine intervention. 
Vaisheshika and Nyaya eventually merged. 
Nyaya: A system of logic, proving the existence of the Divine as well as other core Hindu concepts such as kar-
ma. Nyaya insists that nothing is acceptable unless it is in accordance with reason and experience.  The thor-
oughness of Nyaya logic and epistemology greatly influenced succeeding orthodox and unorthodox schools of 
thought. 

Sankhya: considered one of the oldest schools of thought. Sankhya divides all of existence into two categories -
 Purusha (divine consciousness) and prakriti (matter).  Very little Sankhya literature survives today, and there is 
some controversy over whether or not the system is dualistic because it propounds the existence of these two 
categories. 

Mimamsa or Purva Mimamsa: interprets the rules of Vedic ritual, proffering perfection in ritual as a path to-
wards moksha. 

Yoga: more aptly Raja Yoga focuses on quieting the mind through an eight limb system (Ashtanga yoga) as de-
scribed in Patanjali's Yoga Sutras for a balanced life and ultimately moksha. 

Vedanta: arguably the most influential on modern Hinduism and relies primarily on transcending one's identifi-
cation with the physical body for liberation.  The means by which an individual can transcend one's self-identity 
is through right knowledge, meditation, devotion, selfless service, good works amongst other religious and spir-
itual disciplines.  Major subschools of Vedanta include Advaita, Dvaita, and Visishtaadvaita. 

Six Petals :  Purity, Non-violence - ahimsa, Ananda, Daya, Kshama and Shanti. 

Two Triangles: Shiva Shakthi – Parambramha and Its energy. 

Circle – It indicates Poornathwa. 
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Updates from June 2016 

Tree Plantation: SCSGP took an initiative to protect and improve vaidik environment (Vaidika Paryavarana). 

Once Sri.Jayendra Saraswati Swamiji 
told us that, for any Yagna not only 
mantram but dravyam is also very im-
portant. Devatha vruksha stems 
(samidhalu) are considered very im-
portant for any homa. Now a days there 
is a dire scarcity of such devata 
vrukshas like Navagraha and pan-
chapalva trees.  SCSGPs mission from 
day one is to build and sustain vaidika 
paryavarana in Anantapur district. So 

that Sanatana Dharma anuyayis never do 
dravya lopam during homa. Among many 
other benefits of tree plantation like pump-
ing more oxygen into the atmosphere, en-
vironmental balance, helping to get rains 
so that this land doesn't become desert. 
Trees each part like stems, roots, leaves, 
fruits and flowers are so useful to all living 
beings. 
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Ma, ma ,me, ra, ju ( Mamidi, Marri, Medi, Raavi, Juvvi) are Pancha Pallavas. Navagraha ( Shwetha arka, uttareni, 
darbha, garika, raavi, Chandra,moduga,shami) are planted in the town by identifying schools and temples, so 
that the trees are taken care and in turn common man use it during vaidik rituals and vratas. Pancha palvas are 
needed for kalasham during any puja or vrata especially Satyanarayana vratha that we do very commonly.  

 
Book distribution drive: SCSGP volunteers identified economically backward students in government schools 
with the help of  headmasters and based on that, books distribution is done along with pen and pencil. 260 stu-
dents from 5 different schools are benefitted by this drive. Nitya prarthana sloka books are also distributed to all 
the teachers and students and requested  teachers to teach these to the students. School authorities expressed 
their happiness by this kind gesture and appreciated SCSGP.  

Glasses and Bed sheets donation to Blind orphanage:  

While distributing books in Bukkaraya Sam-
udram govt. School, one of the blind teacher 
requested us to donate few glasses and bed 
sheets to blind orphanage in 6th Road, 
Anantapur. This orphanage was opened re-
cently and they needed glasses and bed sheets 
for the blind people in that orphanage. SCSGP 
quickly responded and arranged them.  

What We Have done 

Program 6: Guru Poornima and Veda Dampati Pooja:  

SCSGP celebrated Guru Poorni-
ma and performed Dampati 
Pooja to encourage more and 
more people to take the re-
sponsibility of Paurohityam.  
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In present scenario, due to influence of westernization, current generation is not showing interest to take the 
path of Paurohityam. 

Dampati Pooja performed 

 

Program 7: Vaidika Paryavarana Parirakshna –Plantation of Devotional & Medicinal Trees like Raavi, Juvvi, 
Meedi, Moduga, Bilvam, Vepa, Jammi, Neredu, etc.in various villages including Garladinne, Pinnadarai and 
Keshava puram in Anantapur district. SCSGP members and villagers took part in this activity. Pancha Pallava 
and Navagraha sapplings are planted as part of it.  

SCSGP members planting sapplings of Pancha pallava and Navagraha Vrukshas 
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SCSGP Calendar — July 2016  (Ashada maasam 5/7/16 to 2/8/16) 

1. July 4th —  Jyestha Amavasya 

2. July 5th  —Varahi Navarathrulu (5/7/16 to 13/7/16) First day of Varahai Navaraathi. Varahi Maha Pooja 
and Sri Chakra Nava avarana archana will be performed on all the days durig Navaratris 

3. July 6th—Puri Jagannatha Rathotsavam 

3.      July 15th — Toli Ekadashi - Chaturmaasa Vartham  begins and beginning of  Gou Padma Vratha 

4.    July 16th — Karkataka Sankramanamu and  Punya kaalam 5.47am to 10.26am. Dakshinaayana Punya 
 kaalam 

5.      July 19th — Maha Aashadi, Pournami, Vyasa pournami, Guru Pooja, Sri chakra Nava avarana Pooja, Guru 
 Mandala Pooja 

6. July 23rd — Sankashta hara Chaturthi 

SCSGP Calendar — August 2016  (Sravana masam 3/8/16 to 1/9/16) 

1. August 2nd—Ashada Amavasya 

2. August 6th—Nagula Chavithi 

3. August 7th—Garuda or Naaga Panchami 

4. August 12nd—Varalakshmi Vratam, Krishna nadi pushakaralu prarambam (Aug 12 to Aug 23 ) 

5. August 14th—Matatraya Ekadashi 

6. August 15th—Independence Day 

7. August 16th—Krishna Yajurveda Upaakarma 

8. August 17th—Rugveda upaakarma, Sri chakra Navavarna Pooja in Peetam 

9. August 18th—Sravana Poornima, Sampatkari Sri Lakshmi homam at ATP, RakshaBandan 

10. August 21—Sankastahara chaturthi 

11. August 25th—Sri Krishna janmastami 

12. September 1st—Sravana amavasya –Polala Amavasya 

About Ashada Masa 

Harihi Om, 

Let us know about upcoming Masam i.e. Ashada Masam. According to Mathsya purana, if anybody constructs 
house in this month, they would get enough labour, gems and other wealth to live their life happily on this earth. 
According to our customs, many women apply the henna during this month. In this Masa, consuming food pre-
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pared using drumstick and long gourd is preferred. 

Important events in this Masa are: 

Ashada Shuddha Vidiya: This is the second day of this Masa. On this day, the ratha yaatra of lord Jagannath 
starts and will continue till Ashada Shuddha poornima at The Jagannath temple in Puri, located in Orissa, India.  

Neelaachala nivasaaya nityaaya paramatmane | 

          Subhadra prana nathaya jagannathaya mangalam || 

Ashada Shuddha Dashami: This is the next important day in this Masa. On this day, goddess Lakshmi is wor-
shipped for prosperity and wealth in life. ‘Shaaka Vratha’ (Vegitables) or ‘Dadhi vratha’ (Curd) is followed from 
this day by the devotees. In this Masa, it is advisable to avoid taking food prepared using green leaves. But the 
vegetables of green leaves should be given as alms to the needy. 

Ashada shudda Ekadashi: We all know that, in our calendar there will be 24 Ekadashis. But in a leap year the 
same will be 26. The Ashada shudda ekadashi is considered to be the first ekadashi and is the first festival in 
Dakshinaayana. Starting Chathurmaasa deeksha is followed on this day by many sages, saints and Peetadhipatis  

This Masa is believed to be very dearest to lord Vishnu. There are two beliefs in regard to this. First, it is believed 
that Lord Vishnu will guard Bali in paatala lok from this day and returns to Vaikunta on Kartheeka Shuddha 
Ekadashi. Second is that the Lord Vishnu goes for sleep on this day in Ksheera Samudra on the bed of the surpant 
Adi Sheshu. It is believed that he wakes up on Kartheeka Shuddha Ekadashi. 

From this Ekadashi – Shaiva Shayanotsava and Vishnu Shayanotsava are performed by Shaivas and Sri 
Vaishanavas respectively in south India. 

Ashada Poornima or Vyasa Poornima: Next important day in this Masa is Ashada Poornima or Vyasa Poornima. 
This day the sage Vyasa is remembered and worshipped for his great contribution in compiling Vedas. He has 
also written lot many scripts for the welfare of human race. 

A new cloth (angavastram) is taken and rice is poured to it to cover it completely. A lemon is placed on it and 
puja is performed. After the puja is completed, this worshipped rice is mixed with the rice at home. This is to in-
vite goddess Lakshmi and to gain her blessings and prosperity in life. 

On this day, as per our Vedas and divine scripts, every disciple performs his / her GURU pooja and seek his di-
vine blessings. 

shankaram shankarAchAryam keshavam bAdarAyaNam | 

           SUtrabASykrtau vande bhagavantau punah punaha || 

Dakshinayana: Ashada maaa marks the beginning of Dakshinayana, where the sun takes turn towards south di-
rection of the Zodiac Karkataka Raasi. It is known as Karkataka Sankramana and is believed to be punya kaalam. 
This is also believed to be very auspicious for pitru devata pooja during this period.  

Jai Gurudev 
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SARVE JANA SUKHINOBHAVANTHU - SAMASTHA SANMANGALANI BHAVANTHU 

Contact Us: 

SCSGP,        Visit our website: www.srignanapeetam.org 

#4-75, Behind 1st road,     Twitter handle: @scsgpatp 

Georgepet, Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh,   Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/srignanapeetam/ 

India - 515001. 

Contact No : +91 9949692729,+91-9880032729 

Email : scsgpes@gmail.com 

Please share your valuable feedback and expectations from this letter to: scsgpfeedback@gmail.com 

http://srignanapeetam.org
https://twitter.com/scsgpatp
https://www.facebook.com/srignanapeetam/

